
DESCRIPTION
The CH25 Lounge Chair is clean and simple in its distinctive shape. The woven 
paper cord, a replacement for seagrass developed during World War II, had 
not been used in furniture before. However, Hans J. Wegner was enthusiastic 
about the look of the material and its non-stretching and optimal durability, 
and so were generations after him. The CH25 Lounge Chair has remained 
tremendously popular and has been in continuous production since 1950. It 
takes a skilled craftsman 10 hours and approximately 400 meters of paper 
cord to complete one seat and backrest by hand, using a particular technique 
resembling weaving, which is visible on both sides of the backrest.

DESIGNER
Danish architect Hans J. Wegner (1914-2007) is considered a pioneering 
furniture designer of the twentieth century. Often referred to as the master 
of the chair, Wegner created almost 500 in his lifetime – many of them 
considered masterpieces. Wegner was part of the spectacular generation 
that created what is today referred to as ‘the Golden Age’ of modern Danish 
design. Almost all of the world’s major design museums, from the Museum of 
Modern Art in New York and Designmuseum Danmark in Copenhagen to Die 
Neue Sammlung in Munich, exhibit his works.

MATERIALS
 - Frame: Solid oak with soap, lacquer, oil, white oil, or black paint. Note that 
oak has a clearly visible wood structure when painted. Solid walnut with 
lacquer or oil

 - Seat and back: Natural or black papercord

PREASSEMBLED
Yes

PRODUCTION PROCESS
The separate parts are milled, after which they are polished and finished by 
hand before they are assembled. It takes approximately 8 hours for a skilled 
craftsman to weave the seat and back by hand. 

DIMENSIONS
 - Chair: W:71 x D: 73 x H: 73 cm 
 - Seat: H. 35 cm

WEIGHT
14 kg

PACKAGING
 - No. of boxes: 1
 - Box: H:77,5 x W: 73,5 x L: 73 cm
 - Gross weight: 15,7 kg

TEST
 - EN 1022:2005 Domestic furniture - Seating - Determination of stability 
 - EN 16139:2013 Furniture - Strength, durability and safety - Requirements 
for non-domestic seating
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MATERIALS (FRAME)
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Oak lacquer

Oak oil

Oak black 
treatment

Oak white oil

Walnut lacquer

Walnut oil

Oak soap

MATERIALS (SEAT)

Papercord Natural Papercord Black


